FINAL CONCEPT: PASSAGE WAYS
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A small gathering space and lookout structure takes inspiration
from the intersection of divergent passage ways. Visitors can rest
at a small gathering space off the Lower Don trail and explore an
elevated lookout struture overlooking the marsh with interpretative
signage that offers a different perspective on the passage ways
theme.
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•
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This small paved area provides an opportunity off the
fast-moving Lower Don Trail to rest and sit. Seating stairs
to the west frame the area and shape a space ideal
for small gatherings and hosting a variety of low-key
programs.

2 Public Art
•

A thematic public art feature at the corner of the
seating node is visible from the trail and would help
draw people to the space and provide a point of interest.

3 Wood Ramps
•
Refer to second image for detailed view

•

Wood decking ramps lead visitors to the elevated
covered lookout structure.
Railings and an appropriate slope ensure accessibility of
the space and structure.

4 Covered Lookout Structure
•
•

The culmination of the wood ramps is an elevated lookout
structure overlooking Chester Springs Marsh and the duck
houses.
A canopy overhead provides a sun and weather protected
area for people to observe the marsh and read the
interpretive signs.

5 Interpretive Panels
•
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Interpretive panels are located on three sides of the
lookout and offer visitors a different perspective on the
passage ways theme.
WEST SIGN: Looking towards the Don River, visitors
here can learn about the First Peoples who settled
along the Don River shore and used it as an important
transportation link. Extending from what is now
Davenport Road, another major First Nations route - a
portage trail - extended all the way from Hamilton to
Kingston. This trail crossed the Don Valley just north of
Chester Springs, roughly where the Bloor viaduct now
stands.
SOUTH SIGN: With a view of the River and of the
marsh, visitors here can learn about ecological corridors
and particularly, the Don Valley (including Chester
Springs) ecological corridor.
EAST SIGN: Visitors here can learn about the industrial
and post-industrial routes of the Lower Don Valley.
From the many Mills that used the River as a sewer
for contaminated efﬂuent, to the building of the Bloor
viaduct and the Don Valley Parkway.

6 Wood Duck Houses
•
•

Several wood duck nesting boxes are proposed along
the edge of the standing water in the marsh.
The wood boxes could be designed as artistic features
reﬂecting the vernacular architecture of the surrounding
Cabbagetown neighbourhood while providing habitat for
the wood ducks.

7 Ecological Enhancements
•
•
•

The marsh and surrounding area is the most valuable
ecological resource at Chester Springs and is therefore
the enhancement priority.
Dense stands of native plants and fruiting trees are
proposed along the edge of the marsh area.
Invasive species in the marsh, in the area between the
marsh and the pond and in isolated patches around the
marsh are to be removed.

8 Inlet Channel Improvements
•

Dredging the inlet channel every 3-4 years would
improve connectivity between the Don River and the
marsh and help preserve valuable ﬂora and fauna.
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